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Abstract
Calculations have been made to increase the high voltage performance of some components and to explain electrical

failures of the Vivitron. These involve simulations of static stresses and transient overvoltagcs, especially on insulating
boards and electrodes occurring before or during breakdowns. Developments made to the structure of the machine over
the last years and new ideas to improve the static and dynamic behaviour arc presented. The application of this study
and HV tests led recently to a nominal potential near 20 MY without sparks.

I. Introduction

The present work was undertaken as part of the Vivitron project in its final phase. The Vivitron tandem is an
electrostatic accelerator including a Van de Graaff generator [1]. As previously reported [2], the Vivitron is a 51 m
long tandem. The central column is composed of 2 x 9 sections which are assembled in an internal structure using
epoxy- fiberglass insulating boards (fig.l) surrounded by 2 x 48 large conical electrodes (47 cm long). This column
is attached onto and supported by the tank through insulated epoxy posts separated (40 cm gap) by 7 porticos. These
porticos consist of 7 x 7 electrodes connected to the colomn and distribute the voltage in a linear way throughout the
volume [6J. Fig. 1 shows that transverse bars (heptagones) connect the discrete electrodes radially in order to
stabilize mechanically this structure. The longitudinal mean field inside the column is 17 kV/cm, the average radial
field out from the column is 110 kV/cm at a nominal voltage of 35 MV. The vessel is filled to 8 bars compressed
SF6.

Alter initial design and following construction [3J, starting up the high voltage generator [4] revealed several
problems which have limited the machine at around 17 MV with frequent breakdowns and much damage. Until
1993, we had some damage on the epoxy-fiberglass boards of the central column structure due to high electrical DC
fields or consequent to sparks . They were marked by superficial discharges as well as by some bulk punctures. This
unstable behaviour led to a chronic decrease of the maximum hold off voltage which is incompatible with the
necessary conditioning of electrostatic machines.

At that moment the questions were:
- where are the weak points of the initial design which could lead to high fields, even locally in the static (DC)

case?
- What is the dynamical behaviour during or just after a spark ?
- How could we improve the surge protection of the insulating boards ?
The corresponding answers should help us to explain the limitations of the machine at a rather low level. To

reach this goal a research and development program was started two years ago. This includes the calculations
presented here, high voltage tests, observations, analyses, and has led last year to stable behaviour of the Vivitron at
18* MV [5J.

2. Static and quasi-static cases

We mainly focused our interest here on high fields for locally quasi-homogeneous or inhomogeneous distributions
on the transverse bars, before and after breakdown impact, which could lead to a general limitation of the HV
generator. We also have had to make some improvements to the insulating boards and we present the calculations
concerning the shielding of the interfaces where the boards are attached to the column structure (local high
electrical stress at triple junctions). This we have done with the aim to modify the mechanical fastenings, which arc
one of the main sources of the surface discharges. These discharges induced by high electric DC stress or by surge
voltages will magnify phenomena which accelerate insulation aging or degradation (tree initiation to total sparkover
or breakdown) and produce some instabilities induced outside the column through the electrode connections.

• An accurate voltage calibration with a beam on target is lacking and some previous indications could be
subject to an error. The potentials are given by the values of the resistors and the current readings. The nominal
error is of+A 10%. Some pessimistic values are indicated in the article by the symbol * and correspond to discrete
resistor measurements giving an error up to -14%.



2.1 Preliminary calculation notions

All the static and quasi-static investigations have been performed with the finite element method (FEM) and with
a computer aided design tool. This work was initiated by other developments and the personal advice reported in [7].
We finally choose the general software COSMOS/M [8], which is adapted to our cases and which is used at MIT
HVRL. This program includes several modules (fluid mechanics, heat transfer, electromagnetics, etc) for personnel
OT calculations are performed after a correct meshing, see fig. 2, following' the
advancing front technique. Automatic or manual meshing with quality controls are available.

-In 2D or axisymmetric problems, we have 4-nodc quadrilateral ou 3-node triangular elements. Each node has
one degree of freedom [9a - 9b] representing the potential, for this element a 2x2 Gauss point integration scheme is
used.

-In 3D, we have 8-node hexahedral elements using 2x2x2 Gauss point integration [10a -10b] or 4 or 10- node
tetrahedral solid elements [ l la - lib].

The FEM is based on stationarity of suitable energy fiinctionals, the two equation solvers available for
electrostatic analyses are: the direct Gaussian solver and the iterative preconditioned conjugated gradient solver.

After domain meshing, variables are interpolated and a polynomial function Nj is assigned to each element. For a
triangular element we will have:

S3
i=1V(x i,y i).N i(x,y)

x, y in the element.
V (XJ, yj) are the nodal values or degrees of freedom.

After assembling all the elements that define the finite domain, these discrete values form the global linear system :
A X ~ B with A stiffness matrix

X matrix of variables
B second member matrix.

This system is solved with a classical method like Cholesky, Gauss or iterative methods which are necessary to
reduce the memory space required to compute several tens of thousands of unknowns.

The general equations solved by the software arc:
-electromagnetic case:

VxH=J+dD/dt
-3B/&

V. D = p

H,E magnetic and electric field vector
J conductive current density vector

B,D magnetic and electric flux vector
p electrical charge density
-electrical case:

J s cr.E and D= s.E
VxE=-VxaA/dt

and so E=dA/a -V<|>

a, e electrical conductivity and permittivity
<{> reduced electrical scalar potential and
A magnetic vector potential

These result in the electrostatic equation used here in the potential for the DC regime
y . e V V — p (Poisson)

gives V V • 0 (Laplace)
for a linear, homogeneous and isotropic material without space charge

or ctv/dx2 -k-b^WI dy2 = 0 (elliptical form)

we need also boundary conditions :
-Dirichlet (V fixed)
-Neumann (grad V .n= 0)
-"Infinity11 (for convex type boundaries).



During preliminary work, some 2D or axissymmetrical calculations were performed in order to test the new
software with less than 1% error and to understand the behaviour of the designed electrodes in nominal cases as well
as the principal potential and electrical field distributions in the Vivitron. We have also improved our practice of
modelization and meshing because of the direct dependence between mesh quality and accuracy [12-13]. Difficulties
appeared because geometries are currently several meters long and need resolutions better than one millimeter,
especially for very inhomogeneous distributions : points, thin layers, triple junctions, zero angle contact, etc.
Classical methods are used : local refinements, zooming, simplified models if possible. Some characteristic stability
curves were defined for calculated field variation versus mesh resolution for several electrode configurations [14].
Exponential shaped curves were obtained for inhomogeneous or quasi-homogeneous field distributions (column
electrodes), during specific voltage tests. They all have an asymptote for a mesh size value less than one millimeter.
This value depends of course on the electrode design, especially on the mean curvature radii and thus on the way the
electrical field is distributed [15]. The smallest mesh element size corresponds to the local stabilized field region.
During this step, breakdown fields and spark impact locations on the column electrodes in a test machine have been
defined : 330 kV/cm for a particular non-uniform and measured potential distribution, with a pressure of 7.6 bars of
SF5. A large model without macroscopical defects and mesh refinements on the electrode with wedges down to 50
nm were used.

2.2 Mechanical fastening of column insulators

This chapter concerns the general problem of connection between a (long) insulator and its electrodes in a quasi-
homogeneous field. Our aim was to improve the original design of these fastenings, in order to avoid high local
fields generating partial discharges and aging or breakdown. The new design should reduce the effect of high
external stresses and act as a surge protection. External sparks induced by high fields, due to internal instabilities or
external conditioning and resulting in transient voltages inside the column, will be studied in a following chapter.

The longitudinal axis of the machine is divided into 18 accelerating sections. Sixteeen of them are 2.54 m long
and are designed for 4.5 MV, see fig. 1. Each section consists of 2 parallel glass fiber reinforced epoxy boards [16].
Since the beginning of the voltage tests, problems appeared with the connections between these insulating boards
and the dead sections as well as column electrode supports. As reported earlier [17], the longitudinal overall
gradient of the column respects the nominal value of 17 kv/cm but the insulating structure did not sustain the
expected voltage. Fig. 3 shows the typical defect on the insulators. The resulting breakdown tree starts from the
extremity of a metallic bolt, i.e at the interface between this electrode, the SF5 gas and the insulator. This one is
connected to the metallic dead section or to the metallic column electrode support. After initiation of a partial
discharge, the electrical tree tends to reach a neighbouring electrode at a different potential. An important test
program was achieved [21b] in a CN machine at 5 MV. The CN is a single stage vertical Van de Graaff generator.
Its use is essential due to the complexity of some tests in the Vivitron and its use for the nuclear research.

2.2.1 Insulator connection design
Even though the overall uniform field inside the column attains only the low value of 17 kV/cm and the insulation

material sustains an average value of 70 kv/cm, a static stress higher than the critical value of 100 kv/cm was
expected on the interface. It was not an easy task to modelize the internal structure:

- the calculations were made in parallel or just before several voltage tests in the CN machine,
- due to geometrical complexity (number of pieces, inhomogeneous surfaces : potential divider, tube, dead

sections, column electrode, etc.), see fig. 4.
So we have chosen a simplified 2D model which can give us some qualitative (comparable) and practical

indications. An important result was given by calculations with current conduction analyses using conducting
insulators with a finite resistivity. The classical electrostatic plot (capacitive or Laplacian case) representing
potential distributions is shown in fig. 5. A part of the insulation board around the original metallic bolt is
represented. The left side and the bottom of the figure as well as the OZ direction are in all models considered here
as symmetry planes. The xyz coordinate system shown in the models of fig. 5-12 and 16, is the same than in the
picture of fig.4.

In the following, K will represent the ratio E maximum / E average. E maximum is the field at the external triple
junction : SF5 - insulator - electrodes (another triple junction exists inside the SF5 gap between the bolt and the
board).

-For the ideal capacitive case K « 2.8 at critical triple junction. The field is given by D= e.E and E = - gradV.
This approach is adapted for initial conditions or quasi-statical (AC) studies. The e for SF5 - 1.0021, the 8 for

board = 5(fig.5).
-For the more practical and resistive case K- 5.5. Fig. 6 shows the characteristic effect of the equipotential

connections in both media due to different ohmic distribution and leading to high stresses. The field is given here by
the ideal linear ohmic law J = a . E which implies some simplifying assumptions.



At the present moment, the complete RC model with both ohmic and electrostatic laws is not available in the
software. The run time of the electrostatic machine is much longer than the time constants (or relaxation times) of
the dielectrics and the adsorbed humidity during maintenances showing a strong effect on the hold-off voltage of the
insulators, make this resistive model more suitable or at least complementary. Nominal values of insulator
resistivities were adopted, confirming this effect (in the range of 10* 1-10*6 and 1020Q.cm for the gas). In the case
of a very good and dry insulator with a 1017O.cm or higher value the previous effect became negligible. This effect
was confirmed during all the HV tests and shows better behaviour in general dry conditions. These resistivity
variations simulate also some time [19-20] or voltage and field effects (after the ohmic region) [20-21]).

Several designs of shielding electrodes were tested with different options : boundary conditions, several contact
angles between electrode and insulator, influence of the proximity of metallic pieces (dead sections, column
connections), influence of bolt diameter, effect of an embedded electrode, effect of a chamfer filled or not with a
resin with optimised resistivity, effect of an insulating bolt or a ring interface between metal and board, effect of
uniformally applied silicone compound on the external surface of board.

- Fig. 7 shows the electrostatic equipotential distributions around a classical shielding electrode with zero degree
contact: K< 1.

- Fig. 8 the same design but with the non-idealized insulator: K>40.
- Fig. 9 shows the resistive potential distributions with a chamfer and a 45° shielding electrode : K ~ 7
- Fig. 10 the same design with a resin filling the chamfer: K = 2
- Fig. 11 and 12 final adopted design with a non- direct insulator contact called " handrail".

static case: K< 1
resistive case : K-5.5 without silicone compound

K<1 with
Other calculations show that a strong local effect appears with a resistive insulator independently of the shielding

design which acts strongly in the electrostatic case [37]. The interface on the external triple junction at the
beginning of the surface plays an important role. The typical design drawn in fig. 13 has been also studied in other
articles [25,26,27] and confirm the local field amplification if BJ # B2 (or o\ & atf and if contact angle between
metal and insulator is < 90°, even with low voltages.
Simulations as well as HV tests have given good results with grease on the surface of the insulator. The silicone
compound (Dow Corning) is an anti-corona coating which provides good electrical insulation: electrical strengh ~
217 kV/cm and recently, tests in the CN have shown that the surface applied grease works well for colomn fields up
to 50 kV/cm. The grease acts as a homogeneous and resistive (p ~ 5.1014Q.cm) shielding along the surface of the
insulator. The equipotentials shown in fig. 12 are spaced proportionally to the resistivity of the grease. The surface
resistivity becomes uniform and the local field enhancements due to inhomogeneities are reduced. This effect is
comparable to HV equipment paintings for surface charge control or for outdoor insulation [22-25,37]. Surface
damage initiated by high electric fields was currently observed during CN or Vivitron tests. The modifications (with
the "handrails" and the grease) were then tested in the CN generator. Starting with the original design and with a
static level near 3 MV with instabilities and breakdowns, the modified insulation boards (fig. 12) have finally
sustained more than 5 MV without any instabilities [21b]. Other encouraging results were observed in the Vivitron,
where the 18 MV point was reached, without any damage after several conditioning breakdowns [5] and after few
months.

2.2.2 Other aspects
The partial discharges leading to instabilities or breakdown have been also observed in other cases [25,28]. It

should be mentioned that good results have been obtained with the well known embedding technique (Takagi effect)
[27,29,30] which is obtained here with a chamfer completely filled with an electrically optimised resin, see fig. 10.
This embedded design was not adapted to the existing boards but can be used in a new project of column insulation.
We have to bear in mind that simplified macroscopic models are used here and other macroscopical or
microscopical defects or interfaces could increase the stresses greetly and become a cause of electrical insulation
failure.

examples : - macroscopical ideal spherical gas cavity in an insulator or just on the external surface leads to the
classical electrostatic internal stress and activates the weak triple junction :

E g a s s 3einsul E o ^ s a s + 2 - e i n s u l ) s 15EQ/11
Einterface" 3 e gas Eo'(egas + 2- einsul ) ~ 3 E0fl l

EQ : average field in the insulator, see fig. 14a
(In the case of a dielectric particule inside the gas we have: Epart * 3EQ/7 and Einterf> 15EQ/7, see fig. 14b).

-microscopical interfaces between glass fibers and resin due to adhesion and molding problems [25].



In the case of the column structure, the equipotential lines are almost perpendicular to the insulation surface. This
limits external deposition but it increases tangential electrical stress. Care has to be taken concerning boundary or
interface conditions:

-capacitive insulator (E2E2 "8l^l)-n=CJch ^ ^ (e2^2 " e jEj )xn=0
with a c n : surface charge density

-resistive insulator (Y2E2"YlEi).n=jcn and (Y2E2 ' YlEi)xn = 0
with j c n : source surface density current

In our case, both gas and insulator conductivities are used leading in a single interface process. But with a perfect
capacitive insulation gas and an imperfect resistive insulator, the interface will be in contact with two different
media leading in two different processes [31]:

- internal interface current density on the solid insulator side gives a parallel field component E x

- external interface charge density on the perfect gaseous side gives a perpendicular field component Ey.
In this kind of geometric and voltage configuration a resultant parallel field has the advantage to drive all external

parasite charges through the surface towards an electrode instead of depositing them perpendicularly on the surface,
see fig. 15. But in fact, in our configuration, see fig. 16, charges that come from the "handrail" electrode will be
deposited on the insulator surface and can act positively as a triple junction shielding [32].

The effects of charge injection, charge migration, space charge, etc., should not be neglected. For instance,
surface charging has been a fundamental consideration in I TV DC gas insulation since charges accumulated on solid
insulators act to reduce the sparkover properties [18, 33-35]. Until now it was not possible to include these processes
because of a lack of experimental data: homo or heterocharges measurements in bulk or on surface for the epoxy
resin in Vivitron conditions are not available.

For large equipment of this kind including feasible insulation, it is necessary to take a security margin into
consideration. In particular if fields exceeding 100 kv/cm are obtained when non-linear or irreversible processes
appear and in the case of:

-scale effects
-aging mechanisms
-design error
-microscopic defects
-manufacturing and assembling discrepancies
-transient over-voltages
-spark gap delay

examples:
a. scale effects : the epoxy resin sustains a material-dependent critical DC field of 150 kV/cm (intrinsic value) for

a 2 mm long sample. This value drops to 70 kV/cm for a 280 mm long sample. The corresponding value for a larger
sample and with a special design remains unknown.

b. aging mechanisms: the breakdown propriety of the insulator changes with the applied single or multi-stresses.
For a single thermal stress we have the life time t=Ae"^ (A,B parameters) given by the well known Arrhenius

model and for a single voltage stress we have t=K V n (K,n parameters) given by the simple inverse power model.
c. design error: is always possible.
d. microscopic and manufacturing defects : these kind of problems are not included in ordinary calculations and,

interfaces, protrusions, cavities can lead to high fields, even non uniform, affecting largely the hold-off voltage.
e. spark gap delay : in case of a transient overvoltage, caution should be directed toward design features that

might ensure their effectiveness particularly in case of wide gaps. Under transient conditions, the longer the delay,
the higher is the over-voltage before the spark ignites and protects the insulator. The statistical nature of breakdown
and the small margin between working voltage (stable and lower than the flashover voltage of the insulator) and
protective spark gaps, weak enough to fire rapidly, makes this feature critical.

2.3 Discrete electrode study.

Previous voltage tests with the Vivitron in 1992 showed strong limitations near 17 MV. Due to multiple
temporary gas, insulators and electrode conditions and static or dynamic potential distributions, this limit can
fluctuates in the range of few a MV independently of the original design. Several initial impact and photography
observations on electrodes inside the machine demonstrated a concentration of the marks in the middle terminal
region, on the bottom half side. Further investigations led by F. Rohrbach [38], using a statistical approach and
taking the proportional electrode surfaces into account, showed a higher concentration on the metal bars connecting
the discrete electrodes radially (heptagones), in the terminal region, see fig. 1. This raised the following questions :
are the heptagones the weakest link in the design chain that would cause a single point failure of the entire system
above 17 MV?



The insulating properties of SFg have been the subject of considerable research because of the technical
importance for gas insulated high voltage systems (GIS). In spite of this work, no consistent model of breakdown in
large gap-high pressure in this kind of machine, has been presented that could explain the influence of the various
discharge and ionization parameters on the breakdown voltage.

2.3.1. Microscopic aspects and gas ionization
The final gas breakdown between the large gap, is a consequence of several complex processes like thermal

effects, electron/molecule collisions, electrostatic interactions or photo-ionization. The corresponding ionization
phenomenon evolves with time and space, leading to a dynamic field defined by a coupled system of Boltzmann and
Maxwell equations, for example [40-41]. The hold-off voltage of a large electrostatic machine depends on global
dimension and field or potential distributions but also on gas quality, particule pollution, and surface roughness
especially at high pressure. The last parameters act very locally and their statistical effect consequently reduces the
global performance independently and non-proportionally to gap size, pressure or voltage increases. Although SF6

gas is an excellent dielectric in the field of HV engineering, it shows very low breakdown characteristics in non-
uniform fields [34].

In our case of heptagones, with field strengths higher than 100 kV/cm, the initial space charge effect tends to
reduce the field at the electric surface, but enhances it outside the corona region. This effect could simply be evalued
with Laplacian and Poisson equations. This preliminary corona regime quickly induces a streamer-leader transition
in high pressure conditions (> 4 bars) and non-uniform distributions due to surface defects, see fig. 17-18, [42a,
42b].

The molecule density increases with pressure and the mean free path length becomes smaller than in the high
field microscopic region. The corresponding critical distance is about equal to the radius of the ideal protrusion at
pressure < 1 bar and becomes smaller for higher pressures, involving an initial avalanche length at a relatively short
distance from the surface. The successive regimes could be summarized in the sequence : predischarge phenomena
-> streamer mechanism (critical avalanche) > streamer development (ionization propagation)~>leader~> breakdown
(collapse), [43-44b].

This behaviour was observed in the Vivitron during the 2 years of voltage tests. Though large corona stabilization
and leakage currents were observed during low pressure tests (< 4 bars), no corresponding behaviour was perceptible
at higher pressures. The HV generator was provided with numerous current sensors (x36) positionned at each dead
section inside the central column. Optical detection of partial discharges using fibers were mounted on the insulators
or on the column electrodes. Static and AC voltage measurement sensors were installed at the tank wall. Most of
these measurements, coupled with direct tank-window observations, are concerned with an unstable behaviour of the
portico structure leading, at critical ionization onset field, to self propagating discharge and fast gap collapse.
Similar observations, corresponding to an unstable behaviour, appear to have been made at other MP Tandems at
high pressure and without radioactive sources : in Munich, Legnaro and Yale [17,39].

Talcing the previous points into consideration, the breakdown field limitation (for initial conditions) cannot be
directly defined by one characteristic value. It cannot be defined neither by some process of field variation versus
corona zone equivalent radii. This method is currently used for spark gap or coaxial systems in macroscopic
calculations. It is obvious that this field is strongly dependent on geometry, potential configuration and field
uniformity.

The discharge onset voltage Ud may be expressed for nearly uniform fields as [34]:

a056
Vp.R

with r\: field utilization factor (Schwaiger)
R: mean value of the main curvature radii in cm
p: pressure in MPa

d : gap in cm
(E/p)iim =89kV/cm/bar (Paschen)

In the case of a large electrostatic machine the surfaces and gas qualities are of outstanding importance and could
lead to microscopic non-uniformities affecting the ionization process and limiting the hold-off voltage [45]. This is a
different regime from that in an uniform electric fields defined by Paschen's law, which states that the breakdown
voltage is a function of gas pressure times electrode gap.

For a non-uniform field [45]:

with : r| field utilization factor
% surface roughness factor
£ surface curvature factor



-if £ increases, protrusions increase leading to high fields and limited onset voltage.
-if C, increases, the field distribution becomes macroscopically non-uniform and increases Ud.
- (E/p)iim is the SF<j corresponding illusory Paschcn value. The usual value is 89 kV/cm.bar but a lower value of

40 kV/cnVbar was found in cases of inhomogencous fields [42a,46]. Within a leader channel on the healed
conductive and free electron path, (E/p)|jm reaches a much lower value in the range of a few kv/cm.bar.

The Vivitron has an inner surface (electrodes and vessel) larger than 2000 m2. The lank is filled at 8 bars with 60
T of SF5 gas .After a few initial conditioning breakdowns, the electrode roughness is affected and changes in surface
topography occur. From the initial stale defined by the roughness Ra= 0.4 urn, final roughnesses of Ra > 6 nm were
observed on sparking spots of = 1 cm of diameter. Stainless steel : 304L (Z2CN 18-10) is used for manufacturing
electrodes. Despite its high hardness (170 HB) or melting point temperature (1450°), sharp edges arc expected to
appear due to high energy spark impacts. At 17MV, an energy of 30 kJ is available between 2 porticos and
corresponds to a dissipation of tens of megawatts.

Until now, the precise protrusion shape could not have been precisely measured, but protrusions with height > 10
|im arc expected. In case of long gaps (40 cm for discrete electrodes or heptagones) or high pressures, the
breakdown onset voltage is independent of the protrusion radius. This is typical of non-uniform (high) local fields,
although the global environment configuration is uniform or quasi-uniform [42a]. The uniform field must be high
enough to propagate the discharge.

High local field enhancement can lead to local values greater than 1000 kV/cm in case of protrusion
superpositions or sharp edges. The field utilization factor r\ become : r^FIjTij. Despite the geometrical complexity,
several models were developed to determine the field enhancement factor associated with the surface roughness of a
practical conductor [29,37,44b,45,47,48J. These studies show the dependence of the critical (E/p)]jm value on
surface topography or gas quality but also the dependence of the figure of merit M on surface topography and the
nature of the gas. For microscopically non-uniform fields a higher value of M can partially offset the reduction of
the critical (E/p)jjm value and lead to a higher resultant breakdown strength. The figure of merit for SFg is deduced
from the streamer criterion :

JQZ^ (a-T|)dz * K where a-rj is the net ionization coefficient of the gas (Townscnd avalanche), zO is the
critical avalanche length and K is a constant depending on the gas properties. The usual value is K=18 for SF5
which corresponds to the critical multiplication number of 10& electrons in the avalanche region. Lower values
down to K=10 were observed and this characteristic can be represented by M given by :

M is given in bar.cm and defines the p.R value (pressure times surface roughness height). For SF<j we have pR s
0.4-10"*- 10r2 bar.cm, depending on the clcctric-ficld-shiclding effect for the single or multi-protrusions model of
the electrode surface.

The corresponding statistical effect for larger surfaces was observed in [29,30,34,49] and gives a clear indication
of the global performance decrease.

Another limiting parameter for large HV equipment is the presence of free conducting particles. A sharp
protrusion on an electrode (conducting particles enhances the local field) creates partial discharges and, depending
on configuration (voltage, pressure, gap, etc), lead to breakdown. Sec fig. 14.b for an insulating spherical particle.
The motion of the particles and the electrical effect arc detailed in [50-53]. A reduction factor of 2 or 3 on global
hold-off voltage of the equipment is easily obtained in the presence of particles, particularly with sharp edges or
extended length, longer than 10urn (general adopted value for pressure around 8 bars). This problem is particularly
important in the Vivitron, due to maintenance contamination, gas and mobile equipment pollutions.

All in all, a global engineering value for the design maximum field was deduced for the portico-electrodes
(uniform or quasi uniform global field distribution and non-uniform microscopic field distribution). In agreement
with a previous-investigation [29], a value between 150 and 220 kV/cm was chooscn. The critical value (for 8 bars
of SFg) depends on the precise region on the electrode and machine status: protrusions, dust, humidity, etc. It will be
a reference value for the next chapter. This value can be compared with the breakdown field in a non-uniform case
for column electrodes obtained during our tests in the CN: 330 kV/cm or with the one obtained during voltage tests
on aluminium resistor supports of the potential divider: 260 kV/cm.

2.3.2 Macroscopic aspects and calculations
We made calculations on discrete electrodes in the center of the terminal region of fig. 1. FEM analyses were used

with the aim to define and understand practical limitations at around 17 MV obtained during previous voltage tests
and to simulate further limits. This hold-off voltage should give a critical field in the range mentioned above.



Initial calculations have shown :
-analytically, following previous principles [54], that the (shield) electrode positions are optimized by

linearization of the potentials in the coaxial structure :

V= E.r.LogR/r with one simple intershield and leads to : V=E. Z i 8 r n - 1 Logrn/rn.j for 7 porticos
with r : terminal radius (ty)

R: tank radius (r8)
rn : electrode radii for n= 1,7
V: terminal voltage
E : mean outer field of electrodes

ifG'=V/E
G1 is optimized by 5G75rn « 0

- 1 = 0

if r and R are fixed as well as V and E (design values): rn+j/rn - e^1' r
n-l / rn ) n= 1,7

The corresponding G'/R ~ f (r/R) variations show little effect on G' (voltage performance) even with quite large
variation from the optimum ratios of the intermediate radii. Few percents of field increase corresponds to several
centimeters of positioning tolerance. In the case of a discrete electrode structure and particularly in the Vivitron
where we have mechanical imperfections [14], see table 1, the electrical stress becomes higher: up to 15% increase
of the nominal field value for a few centimeters of positioning tolerance. This is due to the inevitable profil and edge
effect of an electrode with a finite section.

-numerically, following 2D models in discrete electrode sections, the nominal high field value of 220 kV/cm at 35
MV is respected on each electrode of the portico structure in the central region.

Further intensive simulations using 2D calculations have revealed the same previous electric stress, but at 17 MV
due to an edge effect This critical value results from a weak point located at the heptagones in a particular voltage
condition. The experimental conditions, at that level, are characterized by a non-linear voltage distribution on each
portico, see table 2, and by a superposed quasi-static (AC) voltage fluctuation on one portico (4.th) These
perturbations lead to a maximum of 15% potential variation on the 4"* portico and so to an electric field increase of
100% on the corresponding bars, due to their designed sensivity. The typical effect giving high field up to 220
kV/cm at 17.1 MV is showed in fig. 19. 3D effects are simulated for geometry and boundary conditions by re-
injecting preliminary results, obtained from portico sections model into the heptagone sections model. The same
edge effect was observed in that portico model, but with a lower amplitude. This operation was realizable thanks to
global field uniformity, regular size of the electrodes and distance to boundaries. Confirmation of this edge effect
and further investigations at higher extrapolated potentials are given in [55] using real 3D calculations.

It should be mentioned that all the portico potentials are defined by column distribution through electrode
connections and so that the non-linear voltage distribution results from corona, insulator leakages due to design
imperfections on the board fastening or triboelectricity injection of the charging system from inside the column. This
distribution can be temporarily completed by some quasi-static fluctuations induced by the charging system or by
partial discharges on dielectrics inside the column. They correspond here to 5% of one portico potential: evaluated
at 500kV in the simulations and corresponding to few a f̂ A observed internal fluctuation (but smaller fluctuations
are possible leading, to lower fields). Some examples in [14,55] are given for a particular concentration of voltage
variations on the 4"1 heptagone. High breakdown fields of the order of 220 kV/cm can only be obtained with well
conditioned electrode surfaces. In this case higher values up to 35 MV are attainable with a linear potential
distribution on porticos, without column instabilities and with precise electrode positioning (examples: 30 MV are
attainable with AL̂ O or with instabilities, 20 MV with AL*0 and AIM) or 22 MV with AL*0 and instabilities).
Without the conditioning effect, lower breakdown fields around 150 kV/cm are possible. This unfavourable
condition leads to a proportional hold-off voltage decrease.

It should also be mentioned that these 4*" heptagone bars in the terminal region are considered as the weakest
point of the structure due to potential variations and mechanical dimensions, but other heptagones could be affected
if other potential distributions appear. The corresponding 4*h portico has the bigger static energy (with the 6*h)
inducing larger perturbations in the corresponding connected column sections (as observed in the machine). This
indicates that the energy is not fully and radially evacuated.

We have performed additionnaJ simulations in simplified 2D models in order to understand and specify the basic
behaviour of the bars in a potential distribution.

-Starting from the simple spark gap composed by 2 cylinders at 2 different potentials : fig. 20a shows the typical
E=f(r) curve with 2 vertical asymptotes.



r is the radius of both cylinders, Eo mean field : lOOkV/cm. Fig. 20b shows the corresponding variation with gap
(e) between the cylinder surfaces.

-Calculations with electrodes in a uniform field, show a different behaviour if the potentials of the electrodes are
not in balance with the environment (always increasing function) and rapid variations in case of Au, see fig. 21.

-For elliptical electrodes (65x28 mm for heptagones), fig. 22a-b shows typical curves which in the case of
homethetic axe variations of the ellipse (slow raising field) are quite different from the one with a single variation of
the small ellipse axe. This last simulation corresponds to the best on the fig.22 concerning ionization of the elliptical
bar in the case of an edge effect and show a high field whatever the equivalent radius may be: E remains higher than
the critical breakdown field and the corresponding region moves to the edge.

An interesting example to previous theoretical developments concerning breakdown limitation on heptagones,
was given by the Vivitron during mechanical incidents. This behaviour was observed during experimental
"simulations" occuring during mechanical breakdown of the charging system. This incident causes an exponential
decrease of each portico potential due to the RC time constant of the KV generator (« 20 mn). The corresponding
time varying field was simulated (PSpice) and this gives a curve with a maximum at around 9s. This corresponds to
the measured time - after rupture of the charge supply and to a field of 160 kV/cm on the central terminal
heptagones of the first inner portico. No electrical breakdown was observed below 14* MV but as soon as the
machine reaches 15* MV and charging fails, electrical breakdown appears.This is due to the voltage level on each
portico and terminal (but smaller than initial values) and due to non-linear critical distribution, leading to a high
stress on the first heptagone.

These developments demonstrate concretely the problem of the edge effect due to a potential which is unbalanced
with the uniform or quasi-uniform distribution of the HV environment and the sensitivity of the electrodes. This
leads to high fields and if the critical value of« 160 kV/cm is obtained, the first electrical breakdown is generated by
microscopic defects increasing ionization processes. This phenomenon was observed in the Vivitron due to usual but
random column induced voltage variations and the electrode surface topography modification.

Actual efforts are focused on electrical design solutions first, before major modifications of the electrodes. The
next step over 20 MV will not be reached without static potential distribution or quasi-static instabilities
improvements and conditioning. The considered options are : direct portico stabilization, portico uncoupling with
another resistive divider, use of radioactive sources increasing the SF6's figure of merit, improving some interfaces
inside the column, replacing the insulation column structure or improving column protection.

3. Transients In the Vivitron

The main problem that limits the Vivitron voltage after a spark, is the possible destruction of the insulators of the
column. The design of this accelerator has suggested the study of transient phenomena, responsible of the damage.
The spark as mentioned above, is a consequence of dust hazardous initiation, colomn instabilities or unbalanced
potential distribution. The induced transients can lead to overvoltages and depending on their level and on the
corresponding dissipated energy, can lead to the aging or the destruction of the insulator. This last consequence has
an important influence on the colomn potential distribution, i.e on the induced sparks between electrodes of the
external portico structure. These transients may appear in the event of an electrical discharge in the insulating gas,
in the gas near the surface of insulating boards or exceptionally, through these boards. Then, an ionised path is
formed between two conductors separated by two different potentials. Here we study the problem when the first
spark is established. A justification of the use of computer simulations, with PSpice program, based on a
transmission line model, is proposed. The real spark is simulated by a short-circuit, using this model, to explain and
to predict the progress of transients. Finally, we propose to make several modifications to improve the transient
behaviour.

Transients are expected to be more distinct in the Vivitron machine because, electrically, there is a significant
travelling wave transit time from one end to the other. The originality of this machine is due to the discrete
electrodes. A previous publication [56] showed that the representation based on transmission lines is legitimate.

3.1 Transmission lines theory

These lines are formed by an infinite number of RLC circuit. The general equations applied in their transient or
permanent form, are:

r, 1, g and c are, respectively, resistance, inductance, conductance and capacitance per unit of length dDx.
In the case of a discharge in a transmission line between a constant tension Ec, the expression for the voltage and

the current will be defined by (fig. 23a):



V 1 = E c [ - 2 { u ( t - x ) - u ( t - 3 x ) + ...}l
^ E c / m c [ -1+ 2 {u (t - 2x) - u (t - 4x) + ...}J

with: Vj, tension of the open end of the line
12, current in the short-circuited end
VAQ, characteristic impedance (g=r«o-» mg-
x, travel time wave from one end to the other
u, function unity where u (t)= { 0 for t > o

{ 1 for t £ 0
In the Vivitron case: T 2 3.3 ns/m . X (X is the discrete electrode's length). The characteristic impedance for the

outer portico, is measured experimentally (18Q). For the other porticos, we will refer to the formula used by C.
Cooke [571:
-between a conductor and the earth

Zc=60 Log [ 8 h/© + 0.25 © /h ]
-between two conductors (discrete electrodes)

Zc=120 Log [ 4 h/co + 0 . 5 © / h ]
for co / h £ 1
with : ©, electrode's width

h, distance between two conductors.

3.2 Computer simulations and experimental observations

The PSpice program is a software which belongs to the SPICE family (Simulation Program with Integrated
Circuit Emphasis). It was developed at Berkeley University [58]. This program allows the simulations of resistors,
capacitors, transmission lines and the spark by a switch. It was installed on a Macintosh IIX. Much information is
obtained about transients, from the computer simulations [ 59 ]. Simplified models can explain the progress of the
transients as well as complicated models. Therefore, we have observed and compared the time evolution of the
voltage during a short-circuit:

(1) fig. 23a illustrates the theoretical behaviour of the voltage signal.
(2) fig. 23b shows the overvoltages between porticos, when the short-circuit is operated between the outer portico

and the tank with a resistance of 2.7 Q. This short-circuit is simulated at one end and we observe the voltage at the
other end of different porticos.

(3) fig. 23c shows similar measured behaviour, in similar conditions on a coaxial cable which had the same
electrical length of the outer portico (—175 ns).

(4) fig. 23d is the measurement of the voltage in the Vivitron when the discharge is simulated by a switch
installed between the outer portico and the tank.

In all these cases the main feature is the periodic oscillation in which the voltage varies between ± Ec, the initial
voltage line. As shown, the overvoltage can reach 100% of Ec and the frequency of the oscillation, in the
experimental case, is about 1.5 MHz. This large ovcrvoltagc should justify a higher security margin for the design of
the insulators.

The oscillographic picture of the discharge is measured through two TVS (Transient Voltage Sensor) placed in
the tank wall in front of the outer portico. The first is near the low energy end, the second is in the terminal region
of the machine. In fig. 24a, the signal corresponds to a sensor located at the low energy end. We can see the
elementary behaviour when a real discharge leads to an initial spark between outer portico (P7) and the next one
(P6). This first spark induces another one, between P7 and the tank. These sparks are the result of a Vivitron HV
test. By computer simulations, we have obtained the same image of the real discharge in the Vivitron mentioned
before (fig. 24b). In our elaborated model, we simulated the different porticos with their circumferential connections.
The similarity between the two images, confirms the validity of our simulations to explain transient phenomena in
the Vivitron and to represent the accelerator in its full complex geometries.

As shown, the discharge lead to overvoltagcs able to damage the insulating boards of the column. To enable the
insulators to sustain the overvoltages, we need to improve the electrostatic design and reduce the fields at the critical
points.To reduce the value of these overvoltages and to absorb the oscillations, we need to introduce resistors in the
portico's structure, especially at the ends. In the computer model (fig. 25a ) and following this solution, the
ovcrvoltages are reduced to about 50%, while the oscillations arc quickly absorbed. To protect the insulators, we
propose to replace the metallic connections between column and boards, with insulating ones. The effect in fig. 25b
shows that the perturbation on the boards is absent.
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4.Conclusion

Initial HV tests with the Vivitron have shown a limitation at 17 MV with instabilities and breakdowns.
Calculations reported here, explain the corresponding critical stresses and propose some solutions. The
modifications brought to the HV structure of the generator induced by calculations and HV tests, were essential to
reach a stable level near 20 MV. Further developments can lead to a stable behaviour of the accelerator near 30 MV.
In order to avoid electrical damage and instabilities, two different and complementary options were investigated.
The first option consists of reducing the electrical fields which induce direct breakdowns and transients as well as
instabilities leading to aging and unstable behaviour inside and consequently outside the column structure after a
spark. Good results were obtained first in the CN test machine, then in the Vivitron, with the improvement of the
design. Intensive calculations have demonstrated the importance of the electrical column stability and the dependent
portico sensitivity, on the behaviour of the machine. The stability is obtained with a good static design and will be
improved by some precautions concerning the transients leading to aging or destruction of the colomn insulators.
Triple junctions and mechanical fastenings shielding reduce electrical stress and avoid the generation or the
propagation of low (instabilities) or high currents (discharges) along or inside the insulators of the column. Critical
fields have been calculated on electrodes outside the colomn, in experimental non-linear voltage conditions and can
explain a limitation of the machine at 17 MV. The second option consists of treating an effective generated electrical
arc, and to find the solutions to minimize the consequences of the transient behaviour in the machine. Large
overvoltages reaching 100% of the nominal value have been obtained with the simulations. For example, the
metallic fastenings between the insulating boards and the column electrodes were successfully replaced by insulating
pieces, reducing the overvoltages to about 50%. The introduction of resistors in the discrete electrode structure is
still strongly recommanded in order to dissipate the arc energy and to reduce the transient oscillations. Both options
gave us the opportuneness to elaborate a scenario of the complex evolution of the damage in a large electrostatic
accelerator. The relation between static and dynamic stress as well as between the inner colomn stability and the
external electrodes sensitivity and their consequence on sparks and damage are precised and arc still studied.
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L
designed

measured

terminal-n°l
354,4

365

1-2
401,6

400

2-3
406,3

397

3-4
425,2

399

4-5
434,7

487
I

Au>5cm

5-6
460,7

414

6-7
496,1
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Table 1. Gap between heptagone electrodes in mm.
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experimen-tal
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17.1

n°l
14,96
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n°2
12,83

12.6

n°3
10,69
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n°4
8.55

7,7
I

Au>800kV

n°5
6,41

5.8

n°6
4,28

3.8

n°7
2,14

1.7

Table 2. Electrode potential in MV.



Fig.l: Partial view of Vivitron structure with the heptagone radial
connections between the electrodes

( Column electrodes around insulation structure not represented )
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Fig. 2 General work scheme with CAD.



Fig.3: Flashover damage on an epoxy board



Fig.4: Column structure with board fastening
shielding (in dark) near dead section



Fig.5: Equipotential distribution in a section and around
original board fastening-capacitivc case

(k= 2.8)

Fig.7: Equipotential distribution in a section and around
shielded board fastening-capacitive case: stress
on the electrode edge

Fig.9: Equipotential distribution in a section and around
optional shielding design-resistive case: stress
in the chamfer
( k = 7 )

Fig.6: Equipotential distribution in a section and around
original board fastening-resistive case:stress
around the bolt near the insulator
(k=5.5)

Fig.8: Equipotential distribution in a section and around
shielded board fastening-resistive case: stress
on the junction between electrode and insulator
(k > 40 )

Fig. 10: Equipotential distribution in a section and around
optional shielding design-with resin in the chamfer
(k=2)

Fig. 11: Final design-capacitive case Fig. 12: final design-resistive case
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Fig. 15: Field distributions for several
interface conditions

Fig. 13: Typical designs of insulators
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Fig. 16: Electrical Held vectors on final design-resistive case
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Fig. 17: Ionization processes in SF6 in non uniform conditions [42a]:
dependence with gas pressure and electrical stress
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Fig. 18: Particular non-uniform case [42b]



Fig. 19: Perturbated equipotential distribution in a section
and around 4-51 bar of the heptagone structure:
edge effect with critical stress
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Fig.20a: Field variation for cylindrical
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Fig.21: Field variation for cylindrical
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Fig.20b: Field variation for cylindrical
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Fig.24 a: Oscillographic image of the voltage variation
on the outer portico, located at the low energy end

Fig.24 b: Image obtained with the elaborated model
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Fig.25 a: Modification of the voltage
response with insulating connections
between the column and the insulating
boards (Pspice)

Fig.25 b: Modifications of the voltage response
by introduction of resistors in the discrete
electrodes (Pspice)
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